
Tecnicatura en Mecatrónica- Class II 
 

Reading Comprehension 
a. Complete the spaces with the VERB TO BE 

Hi I ____ Michelle. I ____ twenty-three years old and I’m single. I work as a secretary. My 
boyfriend ____ Martin and he ___ a police officer.  My home ____ in England, I’m from 
France. My parents ___  in Paris. My father, Daniel, ____  an electrician and my mother, 
Bernadette, is a nurse. My sister Nicole ____ a student. My brother Francis ___ an engineer, 
but he ____ also a photographer. My best friends, Heather and Nik, ____ technicians. They 
work in the centre of London.  
 

b. Match the information 
 

Michelle police officer her mother 

Martin engineer- photographer her brother 

Daniel electrician her friends 

Bernadette technicians single 

Nicole secretary her father 

Francis nurse her boyfriend 

Heather and Nik student her sister 

 
c. A- AN- THE. Complete the spaces using A-AN-THE 

I work in ____ shop in Buenos Aires. I’m a  assistant.____  shop is in ____  city centre and I 
live with my friend Camila in ____  small town near Buenos Aires. Camila isn’t ____ 
assistant. She works as ____ receptionist in ____  hotel near____ shop. ____ hotel is very 
famous and she is with ____  celebrity everyday. 
 
Complete the RULES using A-AN-THE 
We use ______ or ______  to mention singular nouns. ______ is used before 
CONSONANTS. _____ is used before VOWELS. 
We use ______ to mention singular and plural nouns. 
 

d. Read the sentences and choose the correct option 
1. The - A president of this company is from Buenos Aires. He- His comes from Lujan. 
2. Teresa’s secretary has a-an blue car. This car aren’t- isn’t that colour. 
3. Where are-is you from? I am-is from Germany.  
4. I work as a-an engineer in a-an big company. Her-Its name is Gium. 
5. The- A builders are-isn’t in the company. They- their boss is with they- them. 
6. Do you like Bob Marley? No, I don’t like he-him. 
7. My sister’s sons is-are students. They-Their names are Ken and Jim. 
8. A- The teacher comes from a - an island but they- she lives in we-our city now. 

 
e. Read the text and complete the spaces with the words from the box. 
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My name’s Cheryl Rowland. I’m a doctor. I______ a hospital doctor- I work with three other 
doctors ____ one office. _____  husband, Jeremy, is_____  architect but he ______  happy 
with ______ job now. He thinks it’s boring.______  two sons, Liam and Ross, are actors but 
they aren’t in work at the moment. ______ unemployed. My father’s ____ dentist. He’s sixty 
______  old but he isn’t retired. My mother’s sixty-three years______ . She isn’t really in 
work because______  retired now, but she’s a shop ______  one day a week in a bookshop 
near _____ house. 
 

they’re     assistant     in     his     old     her     am not     an     isn’t  
 a     years     my     our     she’s 

 
f. Rewrite the sentences using OBJECT and SUBJECT pronouns. 

- My brother and I live with my friends.----> We live with them  
- My sister likes Coldplay.  
- Marta and Tomás are with Katarina.  
- I don’t like broccoli. 
- Are you with your sister?  
- Jeanette works with Tina and Vanessa. 
- I play football with my brother.  
- The dog likes Sarah  
- Is Kim with your friends and you? 
- The baby is with its parents.  

 
Complete the chart. 
 

SUBJECT PRONOUNS POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES OBJECT PRONOUNS 

I   

YOU   

 HIS  

 HER  

  IT 

  US 

THEY   
 
Complete the rules: SUBJECT PRONOUNS- OBJECT PRONOUNS- POSSESSIVE 
ADJECTIVES 
______________________ are used to START a sentence, usually before the verb. 
___________________________ are used to describe POSSESSION. 
___________________________ are usually used at the END of a sentence, after a verb. 


